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Welcome new members
NAME CHAPTER NUMBER LOCATION NAME CHAPTER NUMBER LOCATION

Valley Mining, Inc 10144 Dennison. OH Rabbit Creek Mine 10169 Winnemucca, NV

Jaynes Corp. General Contractors 10145 Albuquerque, NM Triune, Inc 10170 Farmington, NM

Miller Creek Mine 10146 Switz City, IN Detion Construction 10171 Dillon, MT

O.J. Wilson Stone Co., Inc 10147 Burnsville, NC Rockview 10172 Pineville, WV

A.R. Rathbun 10148 Bristol, VT Robert E. Schmidt 10173 St. Clairsville, OH

Champlain Construction Co. Inc 10149 Middlebury, VT Haskel Pit 10174 Hot Springs, AR

Warren W. Fane, Inc 10150 Troy, NY NO.1 Mine 10175 Summersville, WV

Warren W. Fane, Inc.-Crepesville 10151 Troy, NY Rugby Pit 10176 Rickfield, WI

Warren W. Fane, Inc.-Perry Pit 10152 Troy, NY Johnsville 10177 Hermitage, AR

Schodack Highway Dept. 10153 Castleton, NY Target Mine 10178 Uniontown, PA

Vallen Safety Supply Co 10154 Albuquerque, NM Town of Walton 10179 Walton, NY

Logan's Excavating 10155 Nesquehoning, PA Delhi Town Highway Department 10180 Delhi, NY

Belmont 10156 Houston, TX Conquest Coal Mining, Inc 10181 Grundy, VA

Luzenac Columbia 10157 Windsor, VT Peaceful Valley Promotions 10182 Downsville. NY

Wayco Lim ited Partnership No.1 10158 Louisa, KY Town of Colchester 10183 Downsville, NY

Elk Run Coal Co.• Inc 10159 Sylvester, WV Town of Franklin 10184 Treadwell, NY

C & B Mining Co 10160 Shamokin, PA Town of Walton 10185 Trout Creek. NY

Sebree Mine 10161 ; Sebree, KY Town of Meredith 10186 Meredith. NY

Lady Dunn Prep Plant 10162 Mount Carbon, WV Davenport Highway Dept. 10187 Davenport. NY

Quarry #2 10163 Granville, NY Town of Hancock 10188 Hancock. NY

Connecticut Valley Chapter 10164 Ansonia, CT Chem Serv 10189 Columbus, OH

Lawrence Sangravco, Inc 10165 St. Johnsbury, VT Stec's Adv. Spec. & Safety Award 10190 Rapid City, SD

Frank Parrish 10166 Whitehall, NY Texas Workers Compensation Comm 10191 Austin,TX

Tom NO.1-Trent 10167 Kaycee, WY Billyn Corp 10192 Graysville, PA

Tom No.1-Thompson 10168 Kaycee, WY Sewell Mine NO.4 10193 Dailey. WV
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ERATORS

t month in the year for fatal roof fall accidents .
•.L .,~"'~~sof roof or ribs. Over 19percent of all fatal roof

e if we can't prove the statistics wrong
tlSitjf!fCjln falls of roof or rib.
king section of the hazards of unsupported

work or travel under unsupported roof.

Practicing safety and REAP are a must.

Tony Turyn, REAP Coordinat ,
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Holmes Safety Association
Monthly safety topic

Fatal fall of roof accident
GENERALINFORMATION:A30-year-

old foreman, with 8-1/2 years of mining
experience, was fatally injured in a ground
fall while examining a heading where a
blast had been detonated. .
The operation was an underground lime-

stone mine employing 6miners on two 8-10
hour shifts,S days a week.
A conventional mining cycle was used

to develop the underground drifts. The faces
were drilled and blasted, then mucked and
trammed with a front-end loader to the
surface. The loader operator scaled the ribs
and roof while mucking. Face drilling, roof
bolting, and additional scaling were per-
formed on second shift. One main drift had
been developed into the surface quarry
highwall for approximately 400 feet. A side
drift was being developed off the left rib of
themaindriftata 10%incline. The side drift
where the accident occurred was 28 feet
wide with a 24 foot back. The angle cut that
was shot off the face and right rib of the side
drift was 36 feet wide and 24 feet high.
Mechanical ventilation was provided to
dilute mine gases and to clear the smoke
from the mine following a face round blast.

DESCRIPTION OFACCIDENT: On the
day of the accident, the victim (a foreman)
reported to work at the usual starting time
of 6:00 a.m. She reported to the pit superin-
tendent for instructions for the day. The
victim spent the morning on the surface in
routine work. At about noon, she met the

driller /blaster at a booth where written
orders/instructions were left near the en-
trance of the underground mine. They were
there together when the round was blasted
at 12:04p.m. The victim then stated she was
leaving for a quick lunch. The superintend-
ent saw her at the mine office before she left
for lunch and when she returned for ameet-
ing, after which she left the office for the
tunnel project.
About 1:40p.m., the driller /blaster went

back into the tunnel to check on the smoke
from the blast. When he drove up into the
inclined drift, where the blast occurred, he
noticed the victim's pickup truck parked in
front of the muck pile with its lights shining
across the muck pile.
Plugging a 2,000watt light into the ciga-

rette lighter of her truck and placing the
magnetic light on the roof of the truck, he
began searching for the victim. He heard
moaning coming from the back of the muck
pile and, climbing over the crest, found the
victim pinned beneath a large rock.
The driller/blaster removed the rock

from her chest and tried to communicate
with her but she kept drifting in and out of
consciousness. He then ran back to his truck
two-way radio and called the quarry fore-
man. The radio transmission was heard in
the scale house by the production supervi-
sor and the office clerk who then placed a
911call. Employees were placed at the main
gate to direct the rescue squad to the acci-
dent site.
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Metal and Nonmetal mine fatalities to date - thru 12$92

Type
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
UG 5 UG 5 UG 5 UG 5 UG 5

Electrical 2 2 1 3 2 2 - 7 - 3
Fall of roof/back 2 - 3 - 4 - 2 - 4 -
. Haulage 2 17 1 11 - 18 - 19 3 16
Machinery 1 7 1 7 - 10 1 3 - 7
Other 4 11 5 16 4 14 6 10 - 8
Total 11 37 11 37 10 44 9 39 7 34

The superintendent, who was off mine
property when notified of the incident, re-
turned as the rescue squad was preparing
the victim for transportation.

The victim was placed on a full backboard
and transported to a waiting medevac heli-
copter, which flew her to the medical center
where she was pronounced dead.

CONCLUSION: The accident was
caused by the victim placing herself under
the loose ground that fell on her. A contrib-
uting factor may have been that the illumi-
nation from the truck headlights may not
have been adequate to detect the loose
ground.
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Miners ideas about how to stay clear of an
unpredictable killer

By Arnold C. Love, Industrial Engineer, Pittsburgh Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA
and Robert H. Peters, Research Psychologist, Pittsburgh Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA

The number of deaths due to ground Safety and Health Administration indicate
fallshas steadily decreased over the past 40 that during the period 1987-91,87coalmin-
years as a result of improvements in equip- ers were killed by falls of roof and rib, and
ment design, increased automation, and 4,310miners were injured. Approximately
better compliance with mine safety laws half of the victims of the fatal accidents
and company safety policies. However, were in an area where the roof was unsup-
ground fall accidents are still the leading ported. Ifminers never went under unsup-
cause of fatalities in the underground coal ported roof, 23% of the underground coal
mining industry. Statistics from the Mine industry's fatalities could be eliminated.

Figure 1.-Variations in risk of being killed by a ground fall by job classification.
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Ground fall fatalities by job title, 1986-1990
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There is clearly a great need to find out why
miners go under unsupported roof, and to
develop effective ways to prevent this be-
havior.

Face crew workers are generally the most
vulnerable to roof fall accidents because
their work requires them to be near areas of
unsupported roof. Figure 1presents a com-
parison between percent of total ground
fall fatalities experienced by persons in vari-
ous job categories versus the proportion of
the underground coal mining workforce
employed in each of those job categories.
The data on fatalities spans a five-year pe-
riod, from 1986 to 1990. The percent of
fatalities experienced by miners in each job
category is illustrated by the vertical bars.
The dotted line that goes across the graph in
a stair step fashion shows the percentage of
the workforce in each job category (as of
1986). Job categories are listed from left to
right in descending order of their propor-
tion of the workforce. From the graph, it
becomes apparent that three face crew jobs
account for more than their proportionate
"share" of ground fall fatalities: roof bolt-
ers, continuous miner operators, and sec-
tion foremen.

In order to better understand how to
prevent face crew workers from going un-
der unsupported roof, Bureau of Mines re-
searchers interviewed a sample of 297min-
ers to obtain their views about (1) why
people who perform various jobs in an un-
derground face crew go under unsupported
roof, and (2) how to prevent this behavior.
Miners were asked to respond to a variety
of questions concerning going under un-
supported roof in private one-on-one inter-
views. All participants were assured that
their responses would be held in confi-
dence, and were told that their participa-

tion was completely voluntary.
Sample. Employees from six under-

ground coal mines participated in the study.
The sample was composed primarily of
large mines operating in relatively high
seams. The sample included only one small
mine (50 employees) and only one mine
operating in a low coal seam (40-42inches).
The mines were located in the northeast,
southeast, mid west, and western coal fields.
All of the mines were using the room-and-
pillar method of extraction, remotely oper-
ated continuous miners, and roof bolters
equipped with automated temporary roof
supports. The number of miners inter-
viewed from each job category is as follows:
Continuous miner helper 16
Continuous miner operator 37
Mechanic 26
Mobile bridge operator 8
Roof bolter 81
Scoop operator 19
Section foreman 29
Shuttle/ram car operator 52
Utility / general labor 20
Other 9

In order to determine what might cause
miners who perform a particular type of job
in a continuous mining face crew to go
under unsupported roof, each miner was
asked to respond to the following question:
Considering the different tasks involved in
doing the (INSERT MINER'S JOB TITLE)
job, which ones are most likely to cause
them to go under unsupported roof?

Some of the most frequently cited tasks
and the number of people from each job
category who mentioned them are shown
in Table 1. Whenever miners cited a task,
they were also asked to suggest changes in
equipment, work procedures, or the work
environment that might make it less likely
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that people would go under unsupported
roof while doing that activity.

Miners made several very important
suggestions with regard to changes that
might help to reduce the chances that people
would go under unsupported roof while
performing most of the activities listed in
Table 1.These suggestions will be presented
in this issue and two future issues of the
HSA Bulletin. These articles will present:

1. Roof bolters' suggestions about how
to avoid unsupported roof and problems
they frequently encounter in doing their
job.

2. Remote controlled continuous miner
operators' ideas for work practice and equip-
ment changes that would help keep people
away from unsupported roof.

3. Face crew workers' suggestions con-
cerning how to prevent people from unin-
tentionally going inby roof supports.

Everyone who works underground
should take time to consider whether there
are any changes in his/her work proce-
duresorequipmentthatmightpreventthem
from being the next roof fall fatality. That
should be discussed at safety meetings.
Don't hesitate to bring up problems with
avoiding unsupported roof that don't seem
to have any good solutions. By putting their
heads together they often discover good
solutions that no one would have imagined
on their own. For further information con-
cerning Bureau of Mines research on hu-
man factors contributing to ground fall ac-
cidents, contact Robert H. Peters at (412)
892-6895.

Table 1.-Activities cited as likely to cause miners to go under unsupported roof

Activity Job title
Miner Roof Haulage Scoop Section

operator bolter Mechanic operator operator foreman Other

Walking through unbolted crosscuts 2 2 2 6 5 9
Unintentionally walking (no signs) 2 1 3 4
Hanging ventilation curtains 8 1 6 1
Hanging or extending ventilation tubing 11 1 9 2 4
Cleaning up/resupporting after roof falls 8 1 2 2
Restoring power to continuous miner 14 3 2 4
Repairing continuous miner 8 9 2
Retrieving wrenches and steels 18 1
Operating the scoop beyond supports 13 3
Advancing shuttle/ram car beyond bolts 18

8
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Roof bolter operators:
Preventers and victims of roof fall accidents

By Robert H. Peters, Research Psychologist, Pittsburgh Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA
and Arnold C. Love, Industrial Engineer, Pittsburgh Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA

Roof fall accidents are the leading cause
of fatalities in the underground coal mining
industry. Given that roof bolter operators
play such an important part in preventing
roof fall accidents, it is both ironic and tragic
that ground falls kill more roof bolter op-
erators than any other type of mine worker.
Of the 87 coal miners killed by falls of roof
and rib during the 5-year period 1987-91,27
were roof bolter operators. Accident inves-
tigations indicate that approximately half
of all roof fall fatalities occur inby supports.
Given these statistics, and the fact that roof
bolter operators perform much of their work
in close proximity to unsupported roof, it
seems especially important to know what
might cause bolter operators to go inby
supports.

In order to better determine what might
cause roof bolter operators to go under
unsupported roof, Bureau of Mines re-
searchers recently asked 78 roof bolter op-
erators the following question: Considering
the different tasks involved in doing the roof
bolter operator's job, which ones are most likely
to cause them to go under unsupported roof?*
Whenever a task was identified the roof
bolter operator was also asked, What could
be done to make it less likely that roof bolter
operators would go under unsupported roof
while performing that task? Some of the most
frequently mentioned tasks and counter-
measures were as follows:

*Bolters interviewed were employed at six different mines. All
bolter operators had been using bolting machines equipped with
automated temporary roof supports for at least five years.

TASK: retrieving wrenches and steels that
fall under unsupported roof
Suggested countermeasures:
• install a wrench holder near the bolter
head
• use a bolt or a pole with a hook on the end
to retrieve tools that fall beyond supported
roof
• use "lock-in" wrenches that are less likely
to come off unexpectedly
• if a wrench or steel falls beyond sup-
ported roof leave it there and use another
one

TASK: cleaning up and resupporting the
roof after falls
Suggested countermeasures:
• use a remotely operated continuous miner
to remove the fallen material
• use a remotely operated scoop to remove
the fallen material
• use bolters equipped with temporary roof
supports that can be extended to reach high
areas of the roof
• keep safety jacks someplace on the bolter
to prevent them from getting covered with
dirt and grease-a condition which serves
to discourage miners from using them when
they are needed

TASK: repositioning straps or pans that
fall off as the bolter moves forward
Suggested countermeasures:
• use bolters equipped with devices that
hold the straps securely in place while the
bolter is moving forward

9



@ if a pan or strap falls beyond supported
roof leave it there and use another one
@ use a bolt or a pole with a hook on the end
to retrieve it

TASK: scaling the roof
Suggested countermeasure:
@ ask the continuous miner operator to use
the cutter head of the miner to knock down
loosepieces
before pull-
ing out of
the cut

photo above. These antennas serve as a
convenient gauge for determining whether
the next row of bolts is going to be spaced
the appropriate distance from the rib and
from the last row ofbolts bordering the area
of unsupported roof. This simple equip-
ment modification allows bolting machine
operators to establish the proper spacing
between bolts quickly and accurately, and

TASK:
marking
the roof to
indicate
where
bolts need
to be in-
stalled
Suggested
counter-
measure:

Mount a
measuring
device near
the front of
the bolter to
helptheop-
erator line
up the ma- Antenna used by bolting machine operators to gauge the distance between rows of bolts
chine properly for the first row of bolts. eliminates the need for anyone to go near

An employee at one of the mines that unsupported roof to take measurements.
participated in our study had come up with As this last example nicely illustrates,
an innovative idea for eliminating the need the employee who does the job every day is
for anyone to get close to unsupported roof often in the best position to come up with
in order to determine the proper spacing ideas for overcoming obstacles to the safe
between rows of bolts. He suggested weld- performance of that job. Mine operators
ing flexible wire antennas onto the bolter 's should be sure not to over look the wealth of
temporary roof support system as in the good ideas that may very well lie hidden in

10
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the minds of their underground employ-
ees.

Barriers to effective job performance
In order to prevent ground fall accidents

it is critical that roof bolter operators per-
form their job in a safe and effective man-
ner. When roof bolter operators fail to ad-
here to correct work procedures, they en-
danger not only their own lives but the lives
of their coworkers as well. One reason roof
bolter operators might deviate from correct
work procedures is that they are trying to
hurry because they have gotten behind in
their work and are trying to get caught up.
To explore this possibility more fully, roof
bolter operators were asked the following
three questions:
1. How often do roof bolter operators feel
pressured to get caught up in their work?
2.What kinds of shortcuts might be taken to
get caught up?
3. What causes roof bolter operators to get
behind in their work?

Responses to question 1, "How often do roof
bolter operators feel pressured to get caught up
in their work?":

Each roof bolter operator was asked to
respond to the following question using
one of four response options: During the
time that you worked as a roof bolter opera-
tor how often did you find yourself hurry-
ing to stay ahead of the continuous miner?
The number of roof bolter operators who
chose each option to respond to this ques-
tion is as follows:

Response Number
Every day 26
A few times a week 19
A few times a month 14
Rarely or never 19

One third of the roof bolter operators
said that they find themselves hurrying to
stay ahead of the continuous miner every
day, and another 24% said that this happens
to them a few times a week. One bolter
operator said: lilt's hard to keep good roof
bolter operators at this mine."

Roof conditions often slow up the bolter,
a lot, and the miner operator is often wait-
ing on the bolter to finish. Bolter operators
are constantly thinking to themselves, "I
wonder how much longer I've got until the
miner will be waiting on me. Some of the
bosses used to come around and criticize
you when bad roof was causing you to get
behind." These responses suggest that it is
not uncommon for roof bolter operators to
feel pressured to work quickly.

Responses to question 2, "What kinds of
shortcuts might be taken to get caught up?":

Each roof bolter operator was asked to
describe some of the shortcuts that might be
taken in order to get caught up more quickly?
The most frequently mentioned shortcuts
were: spacing bolts further apart than the
roof control plan allows; neglecting to do
methane checks; neglecting to drill test holes;
and neglecting to check the torque on bolts.

Because these shortcuts could lead to
very hazardous conditions, it is important
to understand what usually causes roof
bolter operators to fall behind in their work.
Therefore, we asked each bolter operator,
What are some of the causes of downtime and
delays in your job?

Responses to question 3, "What causes roof
bolter operators to get behind in their work?":

Here are the reasons roof bolter opera-
tors cited most frequently:

11
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Hydraulic hoses leaking or rupturing (34)
Drill pods getting plugged up-losing suc-
tion (21)
Hard roof causing frequent bit changes;
slower drilling (21)
Bad roof requiring longer bolts, more bolts,
more scaling (18)
Wet and muddy roof conditions (11)
Drill steels getting stuck or breaking (8)
Running out of supplies (7)
Bolting areas where the roof has fallen (7)
Problems with the dust filter or collector (5)
Power cable failures (5)
Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of persons who
replied as indicated. Miners often cited more than one reason.

It is very important that roof bolter op-
erators understand that they should never
take potentially dangerous shortcuts in or-
der to get caught up in their work. Mine
operators must stress the importance of
taking the time to do the job right-even if
it means a delay in coal production. It is also
important that mine operators do all that

they can to minimize downtime and delays
in the roof bolting process so that bolter
operators seldom fall behind in their work.

Mine operators and equipment man-
ufacturers should seriously consider what
they could do to alleviate or eliminate these
problems. Some of the causes for delays in
bolting reflect geological conditions, and
are not controllable. However, it may be
possible to reduce some of the other types
of delays through better scheduling of
people and equipment, better maintenance,
or equipment redesign.

This article is the second of a series of
four articles being published in the Holmes
Safety Bulletin concerning the findings of a
Bureau of Mines study on how to prevent
coal miners from going under unsupported
roof. For further information concerning
human factors contributing to ground fall
accidents contact: Robert H. Peters at (412)
892-6895.

Green River Safety Council presents awards
The Green River Safety Council held its the Mine Safety and Health Administration

4th quarter meeting on October 29, 1992,at and the American Mining Congress, and
Madisonville, Kentucky. The highlight of were presented by Mr. Rexford Music, Dis-
the evening was the presentation of six trict Manager of MSHA's District 10 located
"Certificates of Achievement In Safety" at Madisonville, Kentucky.
awarded to six mining operations for work- The six mines awarded are located in
ing the year of 1991without a lost workday western Kentucky, and were awarded as
injury. The Certificates were awarded by follows:
• Island Creek Coal Company, Weir Creek Mine worked 73,544 man-hours with zero lost workday
injuries.
• Charolais Corporation, Mark Energy IIMineworked 88,117man- hours with zero lost workday injuries.
• Canyon Coals, Ine., Jacobs Creek Mine worked 71,379 man-hours with zero lost workday injuries.
• Peabody Coal Company, Moorman Surface Mine worked 41,260 man-hours with zero lost workday
injuries.
• Southard Coal, Inc., Cypress Creek Mine worked 70,671 man-hours with zero lost workday injuries.
• Addwest Mining, lne., Nickel No.1 Mine worked 68,344 man-hours with zero lost workday injuries.
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Home kitchen shows our universal
dependence on minerals and mining

By Gary Dillard, Staff Reporter

When momma puts the tea kettle on to
boil, it's a simple task to notice the various
minerals involved in the process: a copper-
bottom steel kettle, sitting on top of a cast-
iron stove eye-ring, receiving heat from
natural gas.

That's three.
The stove itself contains a procelain fin-

ish, steel wire shelves, chrome plating on
the control knobs, glass in the
oven door, stainless steel reflec-
tors, a bimetal thermocouple
temperature control...

The list goes on.
Then there are a va- r7J~-;'

riety of mineral
products in the '"
refrigerator, Developed a long list
from fluor- Miller sat down with
spar-based re- Ken Phillips, chief engi-
frigerants to sol- neer for the Arizona De-
dered copper tub- partment of Mines and
ing. Mineral Resources

The kitchen sink and ~ [DMMR],the agency that
its cabinet contain min- ~l-J JI operates themuseum, and
erals. Sodoes the floor and what runs under ~ they came up with a list of
the floor, and the ceiling, the roof, and the mineral-based products that are used in the
in-between. kitchen.

In all, a list of almost 4 dozen different They listed the materials that use miner-
minerals and metals-all of which have to als-or areminerals-and theminerals used
be mined-can be found in the average or usable in those materials for various
home kitchen. aspects of the kitchen, including roof and

Glenn A. Miller, curator of the Arizona attic; ceiling and walls; floor, foundation
Mining and Mineral Museum on Govern- and base; counter, sink and cabinets; refrig-
ment Mall in Phoenix, hopes someday soon erator, oven, and range.
to have an interpretive exhibit at the mu- The variety of materials that use miner-

seum that shows a cut-out section of ahome
kitchen.

"Thekitchen is the one room of the house
where everybody goes at least once a day,"
he says. So it makes an ideal display for a
museum, one with which everyone
can re- late.

"There are minerals from
the clay sewer pipe
that runs under the

kitchen to the clay tiles on
the roof [in some South-
west homes]," he said.
And dozens in between.

Just how many, all to-
gether?

13
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als is staggering. In fact, as the bumpersticker
says, "if it isn't grown, it has to be mined."

From the cosmetics used by men and
women every morning to the plates at the
breakfast table to the ink on the newpaper
(or a host ofmaterials that bring "The Today
Show" into the home) to paint and glass .
and all the obvious things on the family car :::::::~:::r~~::::-·

and the road it drives over, minerals are at
work in our daily lives.

Virtually every manufacturing plant uses
minerals-either in raw form or one that
already has value added.

Paint requires many minerals
An example of the type of work DMMR

has done is with paint manufacturers, of
which Arizona has 14.Phillips stated, "As a
commodity, paint uses the widest variety of
industrial minerals because of the variety of
colors and properties demanded by its many
applications."

The most common filler in paint is cal-
cium carbonate, but feldspar and silica can
be substituted, and in some applications are

superior to calcium car-
I bonate. Because of qual-

ity enhancements of
these substitutes manu-
facturers might be will-
ing to pay 1percent more
for them.

DMMR's work has
had some immediate ef-

fects. Many foundries were using sand from
California, for example, while a good qual-
ity material is available in northeast Ari-
zona.

As well as providing feedstock to
Arizona's growing industries, the state's
industrial minerals producers are just down
the road from southern California, argu-
ably the largest industrial region in the
world.

14
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Sees potential in California
Phillips made a number of trips to south-

ern California to talk with industries in-
volved in the making of glass, asphalt roof-
ing, wallboard joint cement, and other com-
modities.

Arizona has minerals that California
doesn't have. With California having the
toughest and most costly set of regulations
in the nation, mining is becoming more
difficult there, a factor that's a possible plus
to development in Arizona.

Another potential market for Arizona's
minerals, though one that hasn't been de-
veloped yet, is in Mexico. The state expects
more trade with Mexico after conclusion of
the NorthAmerican Free Trade Agreement.

At present, Phillips said, not many Ari-
zona minerals are going to northern Mexico,
though some from southern California are.

One product, made in a twin-plant along
the border, is a "cultured-marble"
countertop, which is made of a resin and
powdered minerals, such as marble.

For many products, a manufacturing
plant needs both market and raw materials.
Phillips said he believes Arizona could jus-
tify a plant that makes glass containers. The
market definitely exists, he said, adding
that he believes the proper type of silica
sand is also available.

Other possible products: abrasives, ce-
ramics, cosmetics, elastomeric coatings, fer-
tilizers, fiberglass, foundry fluxes, ink, in-
secticides, wallboard joint cement, and wa-
ter filtration and purification supplies.

Arizona's, and the Nation's, industrial-
minerals industries, both producers and
consumers, continue to grow.
Reprinted from the July 1992 issue of Rocky Mountain Pay Dirt

1993 Northeast Metal/Nonmetal Health and Safety
Conference to be held February 17

The Pennsylvania Bureau of Deep Mine
Safety, in cooperation with the Pennsylva-
nia Aggregates and Concrete Association,
and the Mine Safety and Health Adminis-
tration will host the 1993 Northeast Metal
and Nonmetal Health and Safety Confer-
ence. The theme of this year's conference is
SAFETY-Together We Can Make A Difference.

The conference will be held at the
Hershey Lodge and Convention Center lo-
cated on West Chocolate Avenue and Uni-
versity Drive, Hershey, PA 17033-0446(717)
534-8600. The one-day seminar will begin
at 8:00 a.m. on February 17, 1993, and con-
clude at approximately 4:00 p.m.

The agenda features a variety of health
and safety topics designed to provide par-

ticipants with useful practical information
on the latest developments in the metal and
nonmetal mining industry.

A block of rooms have been reserved at
the Convention Center for persons desiring
overnight accommodations. Room rates are:

$69.00 (single) $80.00 (double)
The cost of one night's lodging must be

sent with your reservation.
The conference registration fee is $30.00

per person. Pre-registration is encouraged.
A late registration fee of $35.00 will be
charged after February 3, 1993.

For further information contact:
Matthew Bertovich or Allison Trader,

Bureau of Deep Mine Safety, Uniontown,
PA (412) 439-7469.
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The planning committee, composed of
representatives of South Central District
MNM MSHA, District 9 Coal MSHA, Min-
ing Industry, Contractors, Contractor Asso-
ciations, Labor Organizations, and Educa-
tional Institutions invites you to participate
in the Joint Conference, The Joint Confer-
ence promotes health and safety, and' the
creation of an environment of greater coop-
eration among industry, labor and govern-
ment. Operators, supervisors, inspectors,

Itt
Dewey Osborne, who works in the

AOWV Engineering Department, left his
home on the morning of JulY1expecting his
normal drive to work Instead, as he was
traveling on Buffalo Creek Road, his pick-
up truck hydroplaned and entered the path
of an oncoming coal truck (tractor-trailer),
Luckily, Dewey was wearing his seat belt.
The photos show the results of the confron-

I lstrlet
March 10 & 11, 1993

miners representatives, safety and health
professionals alike will all benefit from this
conference.

The conference will be held at the
HILTON HOTEL, 1901 University Boule-
vardNE,Albuquerque, New Mexico, where
a block of rooms has been reserved at a
special rate. Further information will be
forthcoming in the February Bulletin. Call
Dan Haupt at (214)767-8401 for additional
information.

ty P ys off

tation, Dewey was indeed fortu-
nate to "walk away" from the acci-
dent with only a slight knee bruise
and elbow scratch, neither ofwhich
required attention.

Dewey stated that had it not been
for the "Good Lord above" and seat
belts, he would have been seriously
injured and possibly killed.

Reprinted from the September 1992 issue of the
Arch of WV News
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